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Abstract— Pumping airborne wind energy (AWE) systems
employ a kite to convert wind energy into electricity, through a
cyclic reeling motion of the tether. The problem of computing
the optimal reeling speed for the sake of maximizing the
average cycle power is considered. The difficulty stems from
two aspects: 1) the uncertain, time- (and space-) varying nature
of wind speed, which can not be measured accurately, and
2) the need to consider, in the same optimization problem,
the different operational phases of the power cycle. A new,
model-based approach that solves this problem is proposed.
In the design phase, a model of the AWE system is employed
to collect data pertaining to the cycle power obtained with
various reel-in/reel-out speed pairs, assuming known wind
speed. Then, a nonlinear map, identified from these data, is
used as cost function in an optimization program that computes
the best reel-in and -out speed pairs for each wind speed.
Finally, the optimization results are exploited to infer the link
between optimal reeling speed and tether force, which are both
measured with high accuracy. Such a link is used to design a
feedback controller that computes the reeling speed based on
the measured tether force, in order to converge on the optimal
force-speed manifold. Simulation results with a realistic model
illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Airborne Wind Energy (AWE) generators are autonomous
systems that employ a kite, tethered to a ground station,
to extract kinetic energy from wind [10], [16]. In pumping
AWE, the kite carries out a power generation cycle composed
of two phases: a traction one, where the tether is reeled-
out from a ground winch at low speed and under high
force, and a retraction one, where the tether is reeled-in
at higher speed and under much lower force. The reeling
motion is managed by the ground station, with a feedback
controller acting on the electric machine coupled with the
winch. At the same time, a flight controller is in charge
of carrying out suitable trajectories in the two phases, as
well as in transitions between them. The flight trajectories
differ significantly among the operational phases, since fast
crosswind motion is required during traction, while a non-
crosswind motion is more effective during retraction. The
cycle power is the average power generated in a single
pumping cycle, while traction power and retraction power
refer to the average values obtained during each of the two
corresponding phases.
To obtain the highest conversion efficiency, cycle power shall
be maximized during operation (subject to constraints such
as maximum tether force and tether speed limits), however
this is not trivial to obtain. The first reason is that the optimal
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reeling speed depends on the flight path of the kite, and in
particular on the wind speed encountered by the latter, which
is generally time- and space-varying and is not accurately
measured. Thus, wind speed can not be used as feedback
variable by the reeling controller: strategies that compute the
optimal pumping cycle (see e.g. [13], [11]) assuming known
wind speed can not be directly translated into a practical
feedback controller. To overcome this problem, reeling con-
trol techniques with different feedback variables have been
proposed, and some have been tested experimentally, see
e.g. [9], [20], [19]).In general, these approaches exploit a
model of the system to devise a link among measurable
quantities (e.g., tether force, tether speed, or kite airspeed)
during optimal operation with known wind speed, which can
be easily assessed analytically or in simulation. Such a link is
then used to devise rather simple controllers that make the
system operate on the found optimal manifold. In [9], the
reel-out speed is computed as a function of the measured
airspeed in order to achieve maximum traction power, while
the reel-in speed is computed as a function of the angle
between the tether and an inertial reference axis. In [20], the
generator torque during reel-out is computed as a function
of the reel-out speed to maximize traction power. Albeit
very effective, these solutions are suboptimal with respect to
cycle power maximization: this is due to the presence of the
retraction phase, which is dealt with separately. Indeed, the
need to consider the different operational phases altogether
is the second main reason that contributes to the problem
difficulty.
In this paper, we propose a new, systematic approach to
design feedback reeling controllers for both phases, that
starts from the same general idea as [9], [20] but overcomes
the mentioned problems. We employ a model of the system
to estimate the response surface of power cycle as a function
of reel-in and -out speeds, for different wind speed values.
Then, using such a response surface we compute the man-
ifold of optimal reeling speeds and corresponding optimal
traction force values as parametrized by the wind speed.
Finally, we derive a feedback law where the reference reeling
speed is computed based on the measured tether force, such
that these two variables converge to the found manifold.
Therefore, the resulting control strategy employs tether force
and speed as feedback variables, which are readily available.
Without loss of generality, we consider a soft kite system
with a single tether, such as those of [4], [9], but the general
methodology can be used also for systems with flexible
wings and more tethers, such as [7], [1], [20]. Simulation
tests with a widely used AWE model show that the proposed
approach achieves optimal performance, i.e. the same that



would be obtained with an optimal reeling speed allocation
assuming exact knowledge of the wind speed.

II. SYSTEM MODEL, PUMPING CYCLE CONTROL, AND
PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider an AWE system with a flexible wing, an
airborne kite steering unit (KSU), and a single tether that
connects them to a ground station, equipped with a winch
linked to an electric machine, like those developed by the
companies Skysails [2], [9] and Kitepower [3] and the
research group at TU Delft [17].

A. System model

Let us denote with τ ∈ R the continuous time variable.
We consider a well-established model of the kite, see, e.g.,
[8] and references therein, adopting spherical coordinates:
the kite’s position is expressed by its elevation angle ϑ(τ),
azimuth angle ϕ(τ), and distance from the ground station,
which is the origin of an inertial coordinate system. We
connect the kite model to a multi-body model of the tether,
derived as an extension of the one described in [6]. Finally,
the winch is modelled by a rather standard, linear time
invariant rotational mechanical system attached to the electric
machine, whose torque T (τ) is assumed to be directly
controlled (i.e., current loop dynamics are neglected for the
sake of this research).

B. Pumping cycle control

The AWE generator is managed by a hierarchical and
distributed control system, presented in Fig. 1, featuring two
low-level controllers (the flight control unit and the winch
control unit) and a supervisor. The control strategy for the
flight control unit, which is responsible for the trajectory
of the kite, has been realized as described in [12], [20]
and similar to [9]. At the same time the winch controller
regulates the reeling motion of the tether by tracking a
phase-dependent reference tether speed. The power cycle is
composed of two main phases, as described in Section I. Two
more phases (Transition 1 and Transition 2) with roughly
constant tether length link the traction and retraction ones.
The sequence of the pumping cycle phases is decided by the
supervisor based on the available measurements. A typical
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Fig. 1: Layout of the considered control structure for pump-
ing AWE systems with soft kite.

example of kite path obtained in one production cycle is
shown in Fig. 2. An animation is available online [5].
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Fig. 2: Example of kite path during one pumping cycle
obtained with the considered control structure.

C. Problem formulation
This paper focuses on the design of the reeling strategy, in

particular the choice of the reference tether speed values that
the winch controller shall track in the traction and retraction
phases, indicated respectively as vtrac(τ) and vretr(τ). To
introduce the problem, let us consider the cycle power:

Pcycle =

τe∫
τs

P(τ)dτ

τe− τs
, (1)

where P(τ) is the winch mechanical power and τs, τe the
start and end time of the pumping cycle. In this paper we
consider mechanical power for simplicity and without loss of
generality: our approach can be applied in a straightforward
way also considering the electrical power, e.g. by including
a model of the conversion losses. Clearly, the cycle power
depends on the absolute wind speed WWW (τ) and on the kite
and tether trajectories. Let us assume that the kite path
lies in a-priori-optimized regions on the azimuth-elevation
plane, in particular in the so-called “power zone” during
traction and in a “parking zone” during retraction, see Fig.
2. This assumption is reasonable and corresponds to a well-
established approach employed in the literature [14], [9],
[20]. Then, the most relevant remaining quantities for the
sake of cycle power optimization are the wind speed and the
reel-in and reel-out speed values. The latter two have the
following main effects:
• they directly affect the mechanical power with a cubic

relationship, since power is given by tether force times
speed, and tether force depends quadratically on tether
speed (as it is mainly due to aerodynamic forces devel-
oped by the kite);

• they affect the duty cycle of pumping operation, since
the duration of the traction and retraction phases is in-
versely proportional to vtrac(τ) and vretr(τ), restrictively.



For a given absolute wind speed magnitude, indicated as
vw = ‖WWW‖, one can resort to simplified equations or to
dynamical models to compute the corresponding optimal
values of vtrac(vw),vretr(vw) to maximize the cycle power,
[13], [11]. This approach is useful to derive an upper bound
on the performance that the system can achieve, however
it can not be used directly to design the reeling strategy,
because in practice the wind speed at the kite position is not
accurately measured, and a small measurement/estimation
error can produce a rather large decrease of generated power,
due to the cubic power-speed dependence.

Moreover, an important aspect that can not be considered
with simplified equations is whether the chosen reeling
speeds vtrac,vretr return a feasible periodic system behavior
or not. Here, feasibility is intended as the satisfaction of all
physical operation limits, such as the kite’s position being
always in user-defined flight zones, tether force being below
a safety threshold, etc. In order to include this aspect in our
problem, let us indicate with a binary variable s whether
the model simulation returns a repetitive pumping cycle
without any constraint violation (s = 1) or not (s = 0). In
the considered setup, the value of s depends only on the
wind speed vw and the reeling speeds vtrac, vretr. Thus, for
a given wind speed value we can define the set Vreel(vw) of
admissible reeling speed pairs as:

Vreel(vw) = {(vtrac,vretr) : s(vw,vtrac,vretr) = 1} . (2)

To characterize this set analytically is challenging, since the
constraints are evaluated through the dynamical simulation
of a rather complex nonlinear system controlled by the hi-
erarchical approach described in Section II-B. However, our
approach is based on sampling the search space (vtrac,vretr),
so that the explicit computation of Vreel(vw) is not required.
Moreover, as a matter of fact, one can resort to application-
related expertise to establish sensible upper and lower bounds
on vtrac and vretr (e.g., up to a certain fraction of vw and
within the speed limits of the electric machine), such that
the resulting hyper-rectangle is contained in Vreel(vw).

Therefore, the problem we address here is that of deriv-
ing a reeling control strategy that computes the reference
speeds (vtrac(τ),vretr(τ)) ∈ Vreel(vw(τ)), without relying on
a measurement of the wind speed magnitude, such that
the resulting cycle power is maximized. The approach we
propose to solve this problem is described next.

III. PROPOSED REELING CONTROL DESIGN METHOD

A. Design method

The key idea of our approach is to first compute, via
numerical optimization applied to the full pumping system
model, the optimal operating conditions assuming known
wind speed vw. Then, we derive the manifold, in the space
of measurable quantities, that contains the optimal feasible
working points corresponding to vw values in an interval of
interest Vw = [vw, v̄w]. In particular, we consider tether speed
and force as done already in previous studies, where however
only the traction power was maximized relying on simple
static equations [9], [20]. As we show next, the optimal force-
speed pairs belonging to the manifold correspond to unique

maxima of cycle power for each wind speed in the considered
interval. Finally, we derive a feedback strategy that sets the
reference reeling speed based on tether force feedback, such
that these two quantities converge to the obtained manifold,
thus guaranteeing optimal operation without the need of wind
speed measurement. Conversely, one could infer the wind
speed from the close loop force-speed behavior, even though
wind speed estimation is not the focus of this paper.

More precisely, our design method features the following
steps.

Off-line phase.

1) Select a finite number of values ṽ(i)w ∈Vw, i = 1, . . . ,N
(e.g., by uniform gridding). For each ṽ(i)w , create a data-
set of cycle power values by simulating full pumping
cycles for a finite number M of reference reeling speed
pairs (ṽtrac, ṽretr)

( j), j = 1, . . . ,M, chosen again by grid-
ding over physically sensible intervals. Let us denote
with P̃(i, j) the cycle power (1) obtained with wind
speed ṽ(i)w and reference reeling speeds (ṽtrac, ṽretr)

( j).
If a chosen pair (ṽtrac, ṽretr)

( j) falls outside the set
Vreel(ṽ

(i)
w ) (see (2)), which can be easily checked based

on the simulation results, assign to such a pair a very
low value of P̃(i, j)� 0;

2) For each i = 1, . . . ,N, carry out the following tasks:
a) Use the data P̃(i, j), (ṽtrac, ṽretr)

( j), j = 1, . . . ,M to
derive a response surface f (i) : R2→ R that pro-
vides an estimate of the power cycle P obtained
with wind speed v(i)w as a function of the reel-
out and reel-in reference speeds. This can be
done by choosing a suitable parametric model
P̂ = f (i)((vtrac,vretr),θθθ) with parameters θθθ ∈Rnθθθ

and solving the following optimization problem:

min
θθθ

M

∑
j=1

(
P̃(i, j)− f (i)

(
(ṽtrac, ṽretr)

( j),θθθ
))

. (3)

In this work, we chose f as a linear combination
of Gaussian basis functions centered at each
data point, but we obtained equivalently good
results with polynomials and neural networks.
A regularization term can be also included to
limit over-fitting. Let us denote with θθθ

(∗,i) the
obtained minimizer to (3). Note that the response
surface will take into account unfeasible speed
pairs, since these correspond to very low power
values, see point 1).

b) Use the derived power cycle model
f (i)
(
(vtrac,vretr),θθθ

(∗,i)
)

to compute the optimal
reference reeling speed values as:

max
(vtrac,vretr)

f (i)
(
(vtrac,vretr),θθθ

(∗,i)
)

(4)

Let us denote with (vtrac,vretr)
(∗,i) the obtained

minimizer to (4).
c) Run a further simulation to evaluate whether

(vtrac,vretr)
(∗,i) ∈ Vreel(ṽ

(i)
w ). If not, add this pair



to the data-set with a corresponding power value
� 0 and go to a).

3) Consider now the speed pairs (vtrac,vretr)
(∗,i) , i =

1, . . . ,N. From the corresponding simulations, col-
lect the average tether force values in the traction
and retraction phases, denoted as (Ftrac,Fretr)

(∗,i), i =
1, . . . ,N:

F(∗,i)
trac =

(
τtrac,e∫
τtrac,s

F(∗,i)(τ)dτ

)
/(τtrac,s− τtrac,e)

F(∗,i)
retr =

(
τretr,e∫
τretr,s

F(∗,i)(τ)dτ

)
/(τretr,s− τretr,e)

(5)
where F(∗,i)(τ) is the simulated course of the tether
force with wind speed ṽ(i)w and reference reeling speeds
(vtrac,vretr)

(∗,i), τtrac,s, τtrac,e are the start and end time
of the traction phase, and τretr,s, τretr,e those of the
retraction one;

4) Using the data
(

v(∗,i)trac , F(∗,i)
trac

)
and

(
v(∗,i)retr , F(∗,i)

retr

)
, i =

1, . . . ,N, fit the following models via linear least
squares:

F∗trac = Ktracv∗2trac
F∗retr = Kretrv∗2retr

(6)

where Ktrac, Kretr are coefficients to be identified, that
link the tether force to the square of the reeling speed.

On-line phase.
Implement Algorithm 1 to compute the reference speed given
to the winch control system, where we assume that a suitable
measurement and control sampling frequency is adopted and
denote with k ∈Z the discrete time variable. The only tuning
parameter in the algorithm is the scalar λ > 0, see the
discussion below for tuning guidelines.

B. Discussion

Algorithm 1 is a feedback strategy where the reference
reeling speed is gradually adjusted, by discrete steps equal
to λ , in order to converge to a neighborhood of the op-
timal manifold F∗trac(vtrac) (or F∗retr(vretr) for the retraction
phase) derived off-line, see (6). A small λ value leads
to a very smooth but possibly slow convergence to the
optimal manifold, while an excessively large value may lead
to instability and chattering. To improve the behavior of
Algorithm 1, one can also resort to a change of reeling
speed that is proportional to the difference between the actual
force and the optimal one. To understand the rationale behind
Algorithm 1, it is useful to first analyze the manifolds of
optimal force-squared speed pairs obtained by solving (4)
for different wind speeds, presented in Fig. 3. Consider
for example the traction phase. It can be noted that the
data points are well-aligned along lines in the (v∗2trac,F

∗
trac)

plane. This is consistent with existing results on traction
phase power maximization, however with smaller gain here,
since the optimal reel-out speed for the sake of cycle power
optimization turns out to be much smaller than the value
vw/3 known and employed in the literature [9], [20] to

Algorithm 1 Reference velocity computation

1: At each sampling time k measure the tether force F(k)
and speed v(k) = rwθ̇w(k)

2: if Traction phase then
3: Compute F∗(k) = Ktracv(k)
4: if F(k)> F∗(k) then
5: vtrac(k+1) = vtrac(k)+λ

6: else if F(k)< F∗(k) then
7: vtrac(k+1) = vtrac(k)−λ

8: else
9: vtrac(k+1) = vtrac(k)

10: end if
11: else if Retraction phase then
12: Compute F∗(k) = Kretrv(k)
13: if F(k)> F∗(k) then
14: vretr(k+1) = vretr(k)+λ

15: else if F(k)< F∗(k) then
16: vretr(k+1) = vretr(k)−λ

17: else
18: vretr(k+1) = vretr(k)
19: end if
20: end if

maximize traction power. Moreover, we note that a similar
behavior is observed for the retraction phase: such a linear
link between squared optimal reel-in speed v∗2retr and optimal
average tether force F∗retr can be expected from first principles
also in this case, however the precise gain for cycle power
maximization is not easily found a priori. On the other hand,
our simulation-based approach allows one to compute both
coefficients Ktrac, Kretr systematically and considering the
full pumping system model. We expect a similar qualitative
behavior to hold also with more sophisticated models, that
can be directly used in our procedure.
Now, we illustrate the functioning of Algorithm 1 con-
sidering three different scenarios based on the difference
between the optimal force, F∗(k), and the measured one,
F(k). Again, we take the traction phase as example, the same
considerations hold for the retraction one. In the first scenario
(point A in Fig. 3, upper plot) the measured force is larger
than the optimal one, and the system is not working on the
optimal manifold. In this case, considering that a larger speed
leads to a reduction of tether force, the Algorithm commands
to increase the reel-out speed (line 5 of Algorithm 3): as a
consequence, the operating point will move towards larger
speed and lower force, hence getting closer to the optimal
manifold. Vice-versa, if the measured force is smaller than
the optimal one for the same speed (point B in Fig. 3), a
lower reel-out speed is commanded (line 7 of Algorithm
3), leading to a larger traction force (since the apparent
wind experienced by the kite increases) and again makes
the operating point converge towards the optimal manifold.
Finally, when the measured operating conditions are on the
manifold, then the reel-out speed is kept constant (point C
in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Simulation results: data points obtained by solving
(4) for different vw values (black dots) and obtained optimal
manifolds (6) of squared reference speed and tether force
(dashed lines). The wind speed value corresponding to each
data point is indicated in blue. Upper plot: traction phase;
lower plot: retraction phase. In the upper plot, the three
points A, B, and C correspond to the three possible cases
in Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We applied our method to a system with parameters listed
in Table I. Fig. 4 presents the response surface obtained
with wind speed vw = 9m/s, computed at step 2)-a) of the
approach. Note that, even though the function is not convex
everywhere, its level sets are convex for positive cycle power
values, thus indicating that the subsequent maximization (4)
returns the global maximum. We carried out our approach
with vw ∈ [6.5, 10]m/s and obtained similar results for all
the considered wind speed values The obtained optimal
manifolds in the planes (v2

trac,Ftrac) and (v2
trac,Ftrac) are

those reported in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 presents, as an example, the

TABLE I: System parameters employed in the numerical
simulations.

Kite
Area 25 m2

Mass 10.5 kg
Wingspan 10 m
Lift coefficient 0.95
Lift-to-Drag ratio 6

Tether
Diameter 6 mm
Density 975 kg/m3
Drag coefficient 1

Ground station
Maximum torque 1244 Nm
Total inertia 1.7 kgm2

Trasmission ratio 26
Viscous coefficient 0.799
Drum radius 0.3 m
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Fig. 4: Simulation results. Level curves of the cycle power
response surface computed with 9 m/s wind speed.

simulated courses of the actual tether speed and tether force
during the traction phase cycle with 6.5 m/s wind speed. In
particular it can be noted how the system is able to retrieve
the optimal point in the (F, v2) plane and to make the system
operate around it. In Table II we report a comparison between
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our method and two other possible alternative approaches:
one aiming at maximizing the traction power (optimal Ptrac
approach in Table II), as done e.g. in [9], [20], and the
other aiming at reducing the retraction phase as much as
possible (fast retraction approach in Table II). The latter
approach could be a sensible strategy as it aims to improve
the pumping duty cycle. As expected, the results in the Table
confirm that the presented method outperforms the other two
candidates, achieving in some cases 25%-30% larger cycle
power. Finally, Table III presents a comparison between our
approach and an ideal one, where the wind speed is known
and the optimal reeling speeds are selected accordingly: it
can be noted that the proposed method achieves almost
optimal performance, however without the need for wind
speed measurement.

TABLE II: Comparison among the proposed approach (opti-
mal Pcycle), traction power maximization (optimal Ptrac), and
fastest retraction phase (fast retraction).

vw (m/s) vtrac (m/s) vretr (m/s) P (kW) Approach

6.5
1.27 -3.18 7.6 optimal Pcycle
2.07 -3.18 6.0 optimal Ptrac
1.27 -5 2.7 fast recovery

7
1.39 -3.43 9.2 optimal Pcycle
2.23 -3.43 7.5 optimal Ptrac
1.39 -5 4.9 fast recovery

7.5
1.40 -3.55 11.5 optimal Pcycle
2.39 -3.55 9.2 optimal Ptrac
1.40 -5.00 7.8 fast recovery

8
1.48 -3.93 13.5 optimal Pcycle
2.55 -3.93 11.0 optimal Ptrac
1.48 -5.00 7.8 fast recovery

8.5
1.54 -4.03 16.22 optimal Pcycle
2.71 -4.03 13.16 optimal Ptrac
1.54 -5.5 14.97 fast recovery

9
1.68 -4.34 19.02 optimal Pcycle
2.87 -4.34 15.48 optimal Ptrac
1.68 -5.5 18.09 fast recovery

9.5
1.77 -4.47 22.12 optimal Pcycle
3.02 -4.47 18.11 optimal Ptrac
1.77 -6 20.77 fast recovery

10
1.83 -4.71 25.56 optimal Pcycle
3.18 -4.71 20.93 optimal Ptrac
1.83 -6.00 24.63 fast recovery

vw [m/s] Pcycle [kW]
Proposed approach Optimal value

6.5 7.3 7.6
7 9.0 9.2

7.5 11.1 11.5
8 13.4 13.5

8.5 16.0 16.2
9 18.8 19.0

9.5 22.0 22.1
10 25.5 25.6

TABLE III: Comparison between the cycle power obtained
using the proposed approach and the optimal one assuming
perfect knowledge of the wind speed.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A new design methodology for the tether reeling controller
of pumping Airborne Wind Energy systems using soft kites
has been presented. The approach is based on the compu-
tation of an optimal force-squared speed manifold using a

model of the system, and on a feedback control strategy that
exploits such a manifold to compute the reference reeling
speed on the basis of the measured tether force. Simulation
results with a well-established model show that the proposed
approach achieves optimal cycle power performance without
the need to measure or estimate the wind speed. Future
developments are concerned with the study of a similar
approach for AWE systems with rigid wing [15], [18] and
with the experimental test of the method.
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